Merge Dashboards™
Insightful data driving successful organizations

“89% of leaders
agreed on the
need to analyze
data across the
care continuum to
ensure clinical and
financial success.”*

To run a successful business, your outpatient center needs to focus not
only on growing revenue, but also on operational improvements and cost
management. This requires the ability to identify what to change in your
practice and how to change it. But you can’t change what you can’t measure
and you can’t effectively measure siloed data.
How We Can Help You
Merge Dashboards is an agile business intelligence solution that is designed
to help produce better outcomes by collecting and analyzing billing, workflow,
clinical, and compliance data. Using data from Merge RIS™, Merge Financials™
and iConnect® Enterprise Workflow, Merge Dashboards automates the

*Source: HealthLeaders Media Intelligence Report.
Healthcare Analytics Buzz Survey. July 2014.

creation of reports and dashboard views that allow you to monitor critical
metrics to ensure steady progress toward success.

Merge Dashboards

is an agile business intelligence solution that drives better outcomes by collecting
and analyzing billing, workflow, clinical and compliance data.
With Merge Dashboards you can...

Get a real-time pulse
on your organization
by gathering and analyzing
data from Merge RIS, Merge
Financials, and iConnect
Enterprise Workflow.

Merge Outpatient
Radiology Solution Suite
Merge PACS™
A real-time picture archiving
communication system.
Merge RIS™
An outpatient radiology
information system designed
to meet Meaningful Use.
Merge Financials™
A practice management solution to
automate the back office.

Boost your business insight
Powered by IBM® Cognos®,
a leading business
intelligence platform,
Merge Dashboards allows
you to explore information
for more data-driven
decision making.

Address your
unique challenges
With Merge Dashboards,
you can leverage pre-built
reports or generate customtailored ones to produce
better outcomes.

Automate your processes
Merge Dashboards
streamlines your business
monitoring activities by
automating data collection,
report generation and alert
notifications.

Merge Outpatient Radiology Solutions
Merge Outpatient Radiology Solutions provide a suite of products
designed to meet the specific needs of outpatient imaging centers,
from improved workflow and image and document management, to
revenue cycle management and Meaningful Use.
Merge Healthcare has been developing radiology software solutions
for over 20 years and has worked closely with thousands of customers
to deliver products that increase the long-term adoptability and
satisfaction of users.

Merge Dashboards™
Insightful data driving
successful organizations.
Merge Document Management™
A paperless office solution to store and
manage documents electronically.
Merge Referral Portal™
A web-based portal to engage
referring physicians.
Merge Patient Portal™
A web-based portal to engage patients.
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